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SACRAMENTO, California: A gun club
owner and a gun dealer are among
those telling a congressman Monday
that closing loopholes in federal back-
ground checks and increasing mental
health help would reduce gun vio-
lence. California US Rep Mike
Thompson, chairman of House
Democrats’ Gun Violence Prevention
Task Force, held the hearing less than
two weeks after 14 people were fatally
shot in San Bernardino. Gun rights pro-
ponents accused Thompson of politi-
cizing the issue. He conducted the
hearing at the state Capitol in

Sacramento on the third anniversary of
the Dec 14, 2012, shooting at Sandy
Hook Elementary School in
Connecticut that left 20 first-graders
and six educators dead, and he
opened by criticizing Congress’ inac-
tion since then.

But Thompson said he is a gun own-
er trying to find middle ground as he
co-authors a House bill requiring
nationwide background checks at gun
shows and for those who buy guns
from individuals online. His office said
the panel discussion was scheduled
before the San Bernardino shootings

by a couple who authorities say were
inspired by a foreign terror organiza-
tion. Thompson opposed one sugges-
tion from gun control advocates: back-
ground checks for buying ammunition,
as would be required under a 2016 bal-
lot initiative proposed by Lt. Gov Gavin
Newsom.

Newsom, a Democrat who is run-
ning for governor in 2018, also wants
to ban the possession, not just the sale,
of large-capacity ammunition maga-
zines and require police reports when
guns are lost or stolen. Thompson said
in an interview that he is concerned

about the cost of requiring ammuni-
tion buyers to buy a license every two
years. He also opposes a ban on sales
to those under age 18 and said the
checks could make it difficult for gun
owners who live in other states to buy
ammunition during visits to California.

“Doesn’t the California
Congressman want to know if a visitor
from another state buying deadly
ammo is a violent felon?” Dan
Newman, a spokesman for the ballot
measure campaign, responded in an
email. “Right now there is absolutely
no oversight on the sale of ammuni-

tion.” On background checks for buying
guns, Thompson had support from Joe
Deaser, owner of Capital Gun Club in
Roseville, and Chris Kitaeff, a gun show
dealer from Arizona and board mem-
ber of Arizonans for Gun Safety. “This
really isn’t about gun control. It’s about
keeping bad people from doing dumb
things,” Deaser said. But Craig DeLux,
an advocate with the California
Association of Federal Firearms
Licensees, said even California’s strict
gun control laws aren’t enough to stop
criminals, terrorists, or others willing to
break the law.—AP

Mental health care would curb violence, some at hearing say

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: Russia’s Soyuz TMA-19M spacecraft carrying the International Space Station (ISS) Expedition 46/47 crew of Britain’s
astronaut Tim Peake, Russian cosmonaut Yuri Malenchenko and US astronaut Tim Kopra blasts off from the launch pad at the Russian-leased
Baikonur cosmodrome yesterday.—AFP

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: Tim Peake, the first
Briton to travel to the International Space Station,
blasted off yesterday from the Baikonur cosmod-
rome with two other astronauts, to cheers and
excitement back home. Peake, 43, joins Russian
space veteran Yury Malenchenko and Tim Kopra of
NASA for a six-month mission on the ISS. Fire from
the boosters of the Soyuz rocket cut a bright light
through the overcast sky at the Moscow-operated
cosmodrome in Kazakhstan as the spacecraft
launched on schedule at 1103 GMT. “It was great to
watch Tim Peake blast off on his mission to join the
International Space Station,” British Prime Minister
David Cameron said on Twitter.

Queen Elizabeth II’s official Twitter account
@BritishMonarchy retweeted the UK Space Agency
saying “We have liftoff! @astro_timpeake is on his
way to space! #GoodLuckTim, the #UK is with you!”
Russian space officials said the launch had gone
according to plan and that the spacecraft was due
to dock at the ISS at about 1724 GMT. Former army
major Peake-a European Space Agency flight engi-
neer-begins a mission of more than 170 days or
nearly six months at the orbiting research outpost
along with Malenchenko, 53, and 52-year-old
Kopra.His two fellow crew members have already
spent 641 and 58 days in space respectively.

‘Quite emotional’ 
Peake’s mission has generated considerable

excitement in Britain. Crowds gathered in the
Science Museum in London to witness the liftoff,
with thousands of people including around 2,000
schoolchildren breaking into screams and waving
British flags as giant screens set up in the exhibi-
tion hall showed the rocket blasting off. A further
party is planned for Tuesday evening, when the
museum will stay open late in a special celebration,
and the first British citizen in space Helen Sharman
will give a talk.

“If just one or two of the school children here
decide to be engineers or scientists or test pilots as
a result of this mission, then it’s going to be worth
it,” said T V science presenter Brian Cox, who
watched the launch at the Science Museum. In
Peake’s hometown of Chichester in southeastern
England, the launch was shown at his old school.

The Chichester Observer quoted his old physics
teacher, Mike Gouldstone, as saying: “This is every
physics teachers dream, to have had a future astro-
naut in front of you. “It is all quite emotional for me.
A lot of children come here because ‘the astronaut
Tim Peake’ came here.”

Christmas in space 
Peake himself was relaxed ahead of his first voy-

age into space, talking about his expectations of a
festive season aboad the ISS during a pre-flight
news conference at the Cosmonaut Hotel in
Baikonur on Monday. “We’ll be enjoying the fantas-
tic view of planet Earth and our thoughts will be
with everyone on Earth enjoying Christmas and
with our friends and family,” he said. On the eve of
Peake’s departure, the British government unveiled
an ambitious new space policy. The policy aims to
more than triple the value of the sector to the
national economy, reaching $40 billion by 2030.

UK Secretary of State for Business Innovation
and Skills, Sajid Javid, said the new policy will “turn
science fiction into science fact” while helping
London increase its share of the global space mar-
ket from seven to 10 percent. Space travel has been
one of the few areas of international cooperation
between Russia and the West that has not been
wrecked by the Ukraine conflict.

The Soyuz trio will join up with three astronauts
already at the ISS-Scott Kelly of NASA and Russians
Sergei Volkov and Mikhail Kornienko. Three other
astronauts-NASA’s Kjell Lindgren, Japanese astro-
naut Kimiya Yui and Russian cosmonaut Oleg
Kononenko-returned to Earth on Friday in a rare
nighttime landing. The ISS space laboratory has
been orbiting the Earth at roughly 28,000 kilome-
ters (17,500 miles) an hour since 1998.—AFP

First Briton to travel to
ISS blasts off into space

WASHINGTON: A toxin produced by
marine algae is inflicting brain damage on
sea lions along California’s coast, causing
neurological and behavioral changes that
can impair their ability to navigate in the
sea and survive in the wild, scientists said
on Monday.

Brain scans on 30 California sea lions
detected damage in the hippocampus, a
brain structure associated with memory
and spatial navigation, in animals naturally
exposed to the toxin known as domoic
acid, the researchers said. Domoic acid
mimics glutamate, a chemical that trans-
mits nerve impulses in the brain, and leads
to over-activation of hippocampus nerve
cells and chronic epilepsy, according to
Emory University cognitive psychologist
Peter Cook, who worked on the study while
at the University of California-Santa Cruz.

“The behavioral deficits accompanying
brain damage with domoic acid are severe,
and may negatively impact foraging and
navigation in sea lions, driving strandings
and mortality,” Cook said. Hundreds of sea
lions annually are found stranded on
California beaches with signs of domoic
acid poisoning such as disorientation and
seizures. Thousands are thought to be
exposed to the toxin.

View galleryA photo showing normal
California sea lion brain section&nbsp;&hel-
lip; A normal California sea lion brain sec-
tion (L) and California sea lion brain that
has been affected  ... The microscopic algae,

called Pseudo-nitzschia, responsible for the
toxin occur naturally in coastal waters. Their
blooms have become more frequent and
severe in recent years. This year’s bloom
was the largest on record, reaching from
Santa Barbara, California to Alaska.

Ocean pollution from chemicals like fer-
tilizers and warming ocean temperatures
associated with global climate change are
believed to contribute to bloom size and
frequency. The toxin accumulates in shell-
fish and small fish that consume algae. Sea
lions, other marine mammals and seabirds
are exposed to it after eating those shellfish
and fish.

“Domoic acid-producing blooms have
been in the environment for a very long
time, but the current pattern of much larg-
er and more frequent blooms causing more
visible damage to marine animals has been
going on since the 1980s,” Cook said. Sea
lions exposed to the toxin had greatly
reduced connectivity between the hip-
pocampus and the thalamus, a brain struc-
ture associated with sensory perception
and regulation of motor functions. Those
with hippocampus damage also performed
worse on memory tasks such as one involv-
ing finding a food reward. “Hundreds of sea
lions end up in stranding facilities each
year. A great many of them do die although
some can be rehabilitated and survive for
some time in the wild,” Cook said. The
research was published in the journal
Science.—Reuters

Study documents sea lion brain
damage due to algae’s toxin

CHILE: When some of the world’s leading
astronomers scaled a frosty, Chilean peak in
mid-November to break ground on a state-of-
the-art,  $1 bill ion telescope, they were
stunned by an unexpectedly hazy glow. On
the floor of the Atacama Desert, some 1,700
meters (5,600 ft) below the planned Giant
Magellan Telescope, new streetlights lining
Chile’s north-south highway shone brightly.
To the naked eye, the Milky Way still looked
sharp. But to a sensitive, state-of-the-art tele-
scope scouring the deepest reaches of the
known universe, the new ground light could
be blinding.

“It’s like putting an oil rig in the middle of
the Great Barrier Reef,” said Guillermo Blanc, a
University of Chile astronomy professor, who
first saw the lights at the opening. “It’s insane,”
he added. “Why are they trying to light up the
Andes?” In the past 30 years, Chile has carved
out a niche as the global hub for observation-
al astronomy. More than a dozen major
research telescopes have already been built,
and by 2020, the South American country will
boast around 70 percent of the world’s astro-
nomical infrastructure. The low humidity and

smooth airflow in northern Chile’s Atacama
Desert create unrivalled visibility for the high-
tech telescopes that scientists hope will shed
light on the formation of the universe and the
possibility of extraterrestrial life.

But scientists say light pollution has
increased sharply in the barren Atacama as
mining cities swell and tourist numbers
mushroom. “There is an ongoing concern that
ground-based astronomy is at risk long-term.
There just are not that many pristine sites
left,” said Patrick McCarthy, the president of
the Giant Magellan Telescope, which will be
constructed at the Las Campanas
Observatory in the southern Atacama. “As
these cities and highways grow, you start to
wash out the faintest objects. The thing is, the
faintest objects are the reason we’re building
these telescopes in the first place.”

Just over 100 kilometers southwest of the
Giant Magellan Telescope, the populations of
Coquimbo and La Serena ballooned by
almost 70 percent from 1992 to 2012.
Nightclubs, sports arenas and sprawling sub-
urbs all spew bright, artificial light into the
night sky.—Reuters

In Chile, world’s astronomy hub,
scientists fear loss of dark skies


